INTRODUCTION
Colour has been incorporated in computer vision systems with a number of different reasons in mind. Usually the meaningful partitioning of colour imagery is the sole objective, being performed by combining achromatic and chromatic information 1 ' 2 . Others extend this aim and use colour as an auxilliary aid to object recognition and labelling so that it becomes a component of the scene description as an additional adjective 3 . Closer to the purpose of the research described in this paper is the important place that mu1tispectra1 information takes for region classification in remote sensing (with spatial context, temporal and external auxilliary information only adopting a secondary role)**. The goal has shifted to the recognition of specific objects or regions where colour is the primary discriminatory feature, the objects or regions being otherwise similar. In this paper two elements will be emphasized.
First, the segmentation procedure.
Although tailored to the imagery (fibre microscopy), the details are pertinent to those applications, (or general vision systems), where objects of interest form a small part of the image, but are seperable from the 'background' on the basis of a few image properties.
Second, the object discrimination and matching process, which is based on object colour, will be formulated in terms of classical pattern recognition.
The account is relevant to those applications where colour has a primary role in object indentification, or to generel vision systems where colour has a subordinate role but is useful for certain tasks. 
SEGMENTATION BY MULTIRESOLUTION PLANNING
The value of the cdf at level k, denoted c^(i), being the probability of grey level less than or equal to x t , is given by p o (i) for c,c(i) and c o (i) in (5) .3.c and  fig.4 .c].
Concerning image [b]
, it was visually apparent that the 4x4 unweighted average and the 4x4 weighted average wj th a=0.37, reduced noise best, but as has been noted, they blurred edges most severely. From their ranked position in fig.4.b it is obvious that our measure d* penalises blur to such an extent that restorative 'gains' due to noise reduction are swamped by the detrimental 'losses' due to edge and detail disruption. Noting that d* does not fall monotonica1ly for any of the filters, it may be deduced that the point at which d k starts to rise again is that at which edge and detail disruption become significant, in the sense that they outweigh noise reduction.
Discussion
Spatial details are necessarily erased at higher levels of a pyramid. The linear filters examined here blur details, and the non-linear median-type filters 'ignore' details. Consider a compact object, small relative to the filter window. If the object is to be detected and recorded at the next level it must fall, at least partly, inside a window. The number of windows which overlap an object is dependent on the window size and the object's location. 
